ON THE ROAD TO RECOVERY –
SLOVENIA IS REOPENING
The moment we have all been longing for has finally arrived and we can say that there's a
bright green light on the road to the post-pandemic recovery in Slovenia. Restaurants and
hotels in Slovenia are now starting to reopen and strict restrictions have been loosened.
This is why we are inviting you to start planning your trip to Slovenia, one of the most
sustainable, green and safe countries in the world. We have prepared a number of useful
tips to help you plan and stay safe while visiting.
And just in case you have forgotten, why Slovenia is the place to visit (don't worry – we've
got you covered): simply click on the cover photo and browse through at
least 10 inspiring reasons 💚.

A HANDFUL OF USEFUL TIPS FOR YOUR TRIP TO SLOVENIA

USEFUL INFORMATION
& SAFETY GUIDELINES
Which measures are currently in effect?
What do I need to consider when traveling
to Slovenia? You will find all the
information here. Put together to make
your planning easier and your trip safer.

Check the latest information

SLOVENIA IS A GREEN&SAFE
TRAVEL DESTINATION
Travel habits have changed over the past
year, and Slovenia focuses even more on
sustainability and safety. When planning
your next visit, keep an eye out for the
Green&Safe label.

Responsible travel standards

WELCOME, DEAR TRAVELLER, TO THE STORY OF GREEN
SLOVENIA
Watch the inspiring interactive video and get an insight into some of the most interesting
facts about Slovenia and green stories that reveal its sustainable path.

Watch the video and put Slovenia to your travel bucket list

GREEN TOWNS OF SLOVENIA

TOP ACTIVITIES IN TOWNS
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Make your next visit to the picturesque
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experience.

attend guided walks.

Urban & Green

My way of exploring

QUIZ: HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW SLOVENIA?
Put planning aside for a moment and complete the spring edition of the quiz on Slovenia –
it includes a great deal of inspiration that will make your next trip to Slovenia even more
memorable.

Have fun with the quiz!

SWEET STORIES FROM SLOVENIA
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E-MOBILITY & ECOFRIENDLY JOURNEY
Slovenia is a green country of short
distances with an excellent coverage of
EV charging stations. Diverse landscape
invites you to discover it in an
environmentally friendly way.

Travel across Slovenia with an e-car
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